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The College offers Undergraduate Honours and General Course in Economics. The outcomes of
this course are as follows.

Students who complete the Economics Honours might come up the following knowledge and

skills.

CO- I - Introductory Micro Economics

It will help students in understanding the behavior of individual and small organization in

making decisions on allocation of limited resources.

CO-z- Mathematical Methods for Economics I

The Students is exposed to econometric concept in mathematical format through simply

illustrations.

CO-3- Introductory Macro Economics .

It helps the students to study the aggregates and to provide over all idea about national economic

policies and implications.

CO-4- Mathematical Method for Economics II

It helps students to know the different concept in mathematical format and prepares the ground

for more scientific study.

CO-5- Micro Economics I

It helps student in a rigorous and comprehensive manner with various aspects of consumer

behavior, demand analysis etc.

CO-6- Macro Economics I

To make student aware of the basic theoretical frame work underline in the field of the macro

Economics.

CO-7- Statistical Methods for Economics

This course will help the students to understand issue regarding data collection, processing

organizing and presentation.

CO-8- Micro Economics II

It helps student in a rigorous and comprehensive manner with various aspects of consumer

behavior, demand analysis etc.

CO-9- Macro Economics II
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To make student aware of the basic theoretical frame work underline in the field of the macro
Economics.

CO- I 0- Research Methodology

ldentify & discuss the role & importance of research in Social Sciences. Identify & discuss the
issues and concepts salient to the research process.

CO-l l- Indian Economy-l

It helps in developing and understanding of the students related to different sectors of Indian
Economy.

CO-l 2- Developmental Econom ics_l

It helps in understanding the economic growth theories, development theories.
CO-13- Indian Economy II

student will be abre to understand covt. poricies and progranlmes.

CO-l 4- Development Economics_ll

It will help in sharpening the anaryticar skiil of the students

DSE-l- Introductory Econometrics

Econometrics is a set up research tools used to estimate and test economic relationship.
DSE-ll-Publ ic Economics.

It will help in understanding the analysis of the public expenditure, taxation, budgetary
procedures, stabilization and debt issues.

DSE-lII-lnternational Economics

Students will be acquainted with Economic concept and models of Internationaltrade.
DSE-l V-Proj ect /Dissertation.

GE- Indian Economy-l

It helps in developing and understanding of the students related to different sectors of Indian
Economy.

CE- Indian Economy-ll

To have knowledge about foreign trade and banking system, financial system of the countrv.
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